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What a start to ’09
When I thought about featuring
Patrick McGoohan and Harold Pinter
in this issue after their passing away
over the Christmas/New Year period,
I had no idea we’d be focussing
instead on two special gentlemen
much closer to home…
You’ll see there’s no “el presidente”
this time. You’ll find AlBol’s piece
concluding our tribute to Al Guilford.
Special thanks go to Bryan Shaw, for
providing us with superb photos of Al.
My apologies to those whose
contributions had to make way for
our tributes.
******
It surprises us that only 2/3
of members have given us an
email address. Many urgent
communications from the office go
out by email first so if you never received notices about
Allen or Robert Bruce, for example, it
may be because we have not got your
e-address, or it’s changed.

We do phone surveys quite often
too…
Similarly, quite a few copies of this
magazine are returned to us because
postal addresses are out of date.
And everyone, giving us your
postcode as well would get the mag
to you faster!
By the way, if anyone has any contact
details for members:

Grace Mok
Lisa Wildemoth

we’d be grateful for your help.
Finally, to those of you on monthly
automatic payment of your guild
membership: please remember to
alter the amount with your bank
before your April due date.
Thanks!
Yours,
Tony F.

Welcome to our NEW MEMBERS
And thank you for your support!
Roger Allen
Sharon Fleet
Bryce Holtshousen
Oliver Jones
Jan Polak
Nicholas Quail
Andrew Rennie
Judith Ritchie
Kenneth Sands
Tom Sorrell
Morné Van Tonder
Ben Witter
Conroy Young

DISCLAIMER:

Art Dept
Locations
Art Dept
Camera
Camera
Camera
LX, Grip
Camera
Cam, LX
Lighting
Safety
Art Dept
Art Dept

Auckland
Auckland
South Island
Auckland
Auckland
Auckland
Christchurch
South Island
Auckland
Auckland
Auckland
Auckland
Auckland

The views expressed in the articles herein are those of the author(s), and
do not necessarily represent those of either the NZFVTG or the editors of
NZTECHO. (Though, of course, sometimes they do!)
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Fritha’s Thoughts
A Happy New Year to everyone - although this New Year
has already brought an early share of grief to the industry
with the loss of two great, well-loved men before their
time. Having experienced similar personal loss at a very
early age I have a real sense of the gulf that can be left
behind by such loss. So I add my voice to those seeking to
offer comfort to all the friends and loved ones at this time
and hope that these giants are perhaps meeting up again,
wherever they are, for a beer and a laugh.

1) Public Liability does not cover vehicles;
2) NO-ONE is permitted to deduct money from your
invoice without your knowledge, regardless of your liability
or otherwise in any disputes such as insurance. More on
this in a future issue, where we will provide some advice
for those dealing with minor insurance issues on set.

At such times of loss I think perspective reaches into our
lives in a way it does rarely the rest of the time. This
perspective is one of the things we should try to hold on
to, as we face other challenges in life and work this year.

All the best,
Fritha

That it’s not always apparent what it’s like out there for
you all is clear to Allison (Accounts) and me as we work
away in the office and try to look after the membership.
As such we enjoy the various communications we have with
members, and thank everyone for their kind feedback.
Sometimes we can offer members facing challenging times
solutions that they are otherwise unaware of, and we are
more than happy when we can do so.
With a view to the future, we are in what Allison and I
wryly term ‘The Transitional Phase’:
As well as building our new browser-based database,
“SUGAR”, and breaking in a new computer for the EO
(me), we are developing new systems for all the processes
in the office. These will streamline the work and increase
the availability of information. Often it seems we are
peddling backwards as we try to apply new systems while
still learning and attending to core business. Thankfully
we see evidence – just often enough – that our systems
are working, and we realise that things will get faster...
Eventually! In the mean time we are hugely grateful for
the understanding shown to us by patient members waiting
for renewal letters and membership packs.
In other Guild business:
We’ve had several calls from members concerned
about late payment by production companies. I highly
recommend everyone give their Invoicing a Health Check,
based on the fantastic advice at www.nztecho.com (go
to > Resources and Articles > Crew Resources > ‘How to
write an invoice workshop 101’). It would be great to
see a consistent approach to invoicing by all contracting
crew, supported by timely payment by production!
In the same vein, we’ve had contacts from crew with
insurance issues. A reminder of two key facts:

More also on Mark of the Lion and the Safety Code of
Practice review in the next issue of NZTECHO.

Simon Wilson on Radio NZ, March 2009 on the late-night scheduling of Bleak House:
“TVNZ is programmed by philistines,
incompetents and moral degenerates.”

We are happy to throw our
combined resources at
New Zealand ﬁlm making

When it comes to ﬁlming, it is hard to overlook the
experience, commitment and resources of Hirepool.
Recent expansion includes the purchase of Henderson
Rentals and a newly created division
- Hirepool Energy. Henderson Rentals will continue to
supply a full range of dedicated camera trucks,
wardrobe trucks, crew transportation and much, much
more. Hirepool Energy can supply a full range of
industrial generators and pumps, and Hirepool Access
will continue to supply the latest access equipment
essential to today’s ﬁlming requirements.
For ﬁlm speciﬁc information please contact
Neil Radley 0275 878 062
www.hirepool.co.nz
www.hendersonrentals.co.nz
www.portaloo.co.nz
www.hirepoolenergy.co.nz
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Robert (the) Bruce
Most of us knew Robert as the first, and, many
would say, pre-eminent agent for actors in New
Zealand. A good proportion of us knew him as a
Fight and Stunt Choreographer, and knew that this
skill originated from his younger days as a wrestler
who travelled the world and played the baddie in the
ring on TV. But not many knew until his funeral a
couple of weeks ago that he was christened John
Young, and that “Robert (the) Bruce” was at first a
‘stage’ name for On the Mat.
I was a newbie trainee director at Auckland’s
Mercury Theatre in 1977/78 when I first met this
gentle giant. At the point of giving the wrestling
game away - “It’s broken every bone in my body,”
he told me, “but it’s taken me all over the world”
- he was looking for a new, perhaps easier, life.
He’d been brought in to choreograph some fight
sequences for Peter Shaffer’s play The Royal Hunt
of the Sun - or was it Robert Bolt’s play about the
Bolsheviks in Russia, State of Revolution? Or both?
Anyway, it being the way of live theatre, Robert
found himself also playing the occasional soldier /
guard / ruffian as well - less money spent by the
company on cast numbers and more money in his
pocket, I guess - a good arrangement for both! I
recall him having about three words, delivered in an
incongruous, out-of-context Scottish lilt…
As the trainee director, I also had to wear bit-part
and walk-on costumes at times. And so I found
myself sitting next to Robert at the make-up bench
in the dank, dark, underground, almost dirt-floor
bunker under the stage that passed for a Green
Room in that lovely old building (tragic that it’s
used for another kind of ritual now), and teaching
him how to put on stage make-up - the oldfashioned heavy pancake type needed for that size
of auditorium.
Pretty soon after, Robert founded the “Ugly
Agency”, as it was known then. As the poster I
still treasure (though more than a little battered, I
confess) indicates, it started out as an agency for
all kinds of performers and not just the “beautiful”.
We knew it as a stunties and quirkies agency, rather
than the more traditional business into which it
evolved gradually and quite naturally. Look at him
in the centre of the poster on the front page - the
thickest black hair and beard ever!

Robert had a reputation for being a hard-nosed
business man - hard, but fair - but I suspect I
would not want to have ever been on the wrong side
with him! But in my dealings with him in the days
(long ago) when I still did a bit of acting in between
“proper” film jobs, and over the intervening years
when I was a First AD and he was doing fight work,
he was always a delight to have on set - no fuss,
quietly efficient and effective, always tailoring the
work to the actors’ capabilities, yet always making
them look good.
More recently, when I’ve been drawn back into a
bit of live theatre directing between film jobs, I’ve
sometimes encountered him at lunchtime in the
Middle East Café in Wellesley St West. I’d heard
he was almost a daily regular there, but for some
reason I couldn’t really imagine it… But perching on
the high bar-stool seat beside him - feeling very
average in size beside the big bear! - was eerily
reminiscent of sitting beside him in that make-up
room in the bowels of the Mercury…
As the funeral notice in the paper said: “Counter
One will never be the same.”
Tony F.
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The name Robert gave to the house containing his office was not from the character in the TV show The Wombles. In fact, the character
was named by writer Elisabeth Beresford after the capital of the Isle of Mull in Scotland, because of a family connection. So was Robert’s
house - his grandfather was a lighthouse keeper in the town of Tobermory.

With British veteran character actor Harry Andrews, in Mesmerised, NZ 1984.
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Robert Bruce
Sioux Macdonald

Sally Meiklejohn

What a twisted world we live in. You were such a
fit, strong, magnificent man. Such a gentle giant of
a man. My association with you was mainly in the
mid-nineties, prior to me getting married and having
a child, and these commitments meant we no longer
met at 5 am most mornings of the year. The good
old days saw the Clive Green Gym in Newmarket
open its doors extra early for the very keen, who
needed to work out before our work commitments.

Robert was a very good friend of the Guild.

For Kevin Smith, that was before his days on Xena;
for me, before my hours at Communicado, and later
at Filmcrews; and for Temuera and Lance Revell,
before their busy work schedules too. You were
a man who mentored me, telling me being a girl
shouldn’t hold me back. You taught me how to box
(I had a prowler hanging around my house, and you
thought I should show I wasn’t scared of him!); you
taught me how to lift weights ‘properly’; and I
also learnt that, with such cool men standing at my
weights bench, just how possible it was to push an
extra 20 kg’s when you were all there watching!
I remember thinking of you especially that day in
February 2002, when news spread of Kevin’s death in
China. That news broke my heart, but particularly I
remember feeling so crushed for you. He was your
close, close friend, and everything changed that day.
I am sad that you are no longer here, looking after
your actors/actresses, looking after other young
‘girls’ who need to learn how to protect themselves
like you did with me. I am sad for Gabby; but I am
kind of grateful that you are now in a place where
you and Kev can wrestle in the clouds, and you are
reunited with your wife after all these years. I know
they will make the transition for you a fun one.
And, thanks for all those early mornings at the gym.
You’ve no idea what they meant to me.

During all my time involved in Guild and wider screen
industry affairs Robert was one of the people I would
run things past when they were controversial, tricky,
political, etc (which, as we all know, would be quite
often).
Robert was always a great touchstone - he cared
deeply about the industry, about people, and was
always principled, astute and kind - but no fool!
His personal integrity made him someone one could
trust and rely on and he will really be missed. It was
apparent at the funeral that so many people valued
his insights and counsel.
Incidentally, I met an old school friend at the funeral
- she’d known Robert for over 30 years - met him at
the gym just after her husband suddenly left her with
their 3 small boys and went overseas.
She was devastated. Robert offered her his support
as soon as he heard her news, then for years he
would ring her every Monday morning to see if she
needed anything, if the boys were okay, etc. Nothing
was too much trouble... He was a wonderful father
figure for the boys (they’re adults now, with their
own families) and they loved him dearly.
It’s a shame that she didn’t talk about that at the
funeral - it’s not her to do that - but it would have
shown yet another wonderful side of Robert.
No wonder it was such a wonderful funeral - it had
it all - humour, such sadness, drama, music, and
dogs howling along with the bagpipes!
Cheers.
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Stuart Dryburgh
You couldn’t not like Robert. Almost a cuddly bear
kinda thing.
I know in his role as actor’s agent his clients adored
him.
But, watching him explain, and then demonstrate
Glasgow-style street fighting to Tem Morrison on the
set of ‘Once Were Warriors’ - well, it just might be
the scariest damn thing I have ever seen!
God speed, Robert. We will miss you.
Brooklyn, NY.

From his funeral notice:

In lieu of flowers, please give donations to
SPCA, of which Robert was the Vice-Patron:
•
•

PO Box 43221, Mangere, Manukau 2153.
or
Their website www.spca.org.nz has details about
donations, including online and by 0900 number.

A little known fact:

Robert also played Christmas Santa for the
(Horse) Riding for the Disabled group.
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AL GUILFORD
Guilford, Allen Edward. Suddenly, on Tuesday 10 March 2009, at Middlemore
Hospital…
In lieu of flowers, donations to The Cancer Society, PO Box 1724, Auckland,
would be appreciated…

“Tragically in 2003 Guilford was involved in a terrible road accident in which he lost an eye. The recovery
has been a long and arduous process, but Guilford has maintained his courage and desire to work if at all
possible…
It seems clear that Allen Guilford still has a great deal to contribute to New Zealand film-making.”
Duncan Petrie in SHOT IN NEW ZEALAND - The Art and Craft of the Kiwi Cinematographer,
2007.

IMDB
1999
1997
1993

(Internet Movie Database) records three film awards to Allen for Best Cinematography:
- “What Became of the Broken-Hearted?”
- “The Climb”
- “The Footstep Man”

Also known for:
The Lord of the Rings - “The Fellowship of the Ring”, “The Two Towers”, “The Return of the King”.
Allen was also awarded “Best Camera” in the 1999 NZ TV Awards (when the film and TV awards were still
separated) for “The Chosen” - a quinella in that year, you might say… while the website www.tv,com lists
his gender as “Female”.

Thomas Burstyn
I met Allen Guilford in 1981 on the set of Lost Tribe,
directed by John Laing. Back then Allen was a first
assistant. To this day I have never worked with
an individual so competent, so witty and so up for
whatever needed to be accomplished. He was a
stalwart man with a gentle heart and a dry sense of
humour.

I came from Canada to shoot Lost Tribe, and was
concerned about the kind of reception I might
receive as the sole foreigner on an entirely Kiwi
production. Allen led the way in making me feel
welcome and consequently we spent much time
together on and off the set. He shall remain in my
memory as one of the finest gentlemen I have ever
had the honour to have known.
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Donny Duncan
Fond memories of Al Guilford:
The ubiquitous classic Jag and the ever-present cheesecutter cap all through the eighties and nineties, like some
mad cross between Stirling Moss and Andy Capp.
The urban-myth-but-obviously-true story retold by Kate
White at his funeral service. In London at an elegant
dinner party many years ago, Allen reached over and
plucked an annoying thick hair out of the mole on an
aristocratic woman’s face - to her absolute horror, as she
had been cultivating it for years!
Allen introducing me to the music of Peter Rowan and the
Free Mexican Airforce, many years before “Americana”
roots music became popular - and I still have the CD’s and
listen to them.
The story about Allen’s flat up a long steep set of steps in
Berhampore, Wellington. One Sunday morning he stepped
outside to find that someone who held a wee grudge
against him (and we won’t go into THAT story here) had
dumped a trailer load of animal manure, from one end to
the other!
Allen’s great humanity and passion for a good story, when
he put everything on the line (financially and emotionally)
for many years, to make a documentary about his good
friend Peter Bird, who was attempting to row solo across
the Pacific Ocean. Bird made it from San Francisco to
within a quarter-mile of Great Barrier Reef, before being
rescued by the Australian Navy. Sadly he died in 1996,
attempting to row West to East across the Pacific.
Go well, Allen - high time we had a dram of finest malt
in your honour, to celebrate your love of life and all its
wonderful adventures.

John Mahaffie
Allen Guilford - Cinematographer Legendary Friend
It is an impossible task to sum up the life and influence of
a friend and colleague in just a few paragraphs. But Al’s
unique and humble contribution to the New Zealand film
industry should never be forgotten, nor underestimated.
Al began his work in the industry as a cinematographer

on documentaries, both in New Zealand and Europe. He
pioneered early days of NZ TV drama and feature films.
He was one of a generation of cinematographers who first
prompted international producers to recognise the high
calibre of technical expertise available in this country.
We the industry will be forever indebted to the quiet
achievements of Al and the others in those early days.
As a young focus puller, I first met Al on commercials, and
admired his abilities and his relaxed approach to his work.
Al was famous for his funny stories, shared any chance
there was a break in filming.
Allen and I continued to work together over the years on
projects such as the Worzel Gummidge series. I was his
camera operator. As an aspiring cinematographer myself, I
had the opportunity to closely observe Al, ‘the master’, as
I operated for him on the five-month shoot. Furthermore
I enjoyed the man’s company, curries and humour as we
shared a house in Brooklyn.
I remember leading actress Una Stubbs (“Aunt Sally”)
suffering terribly, needing to stay close to the bathrooms
all next day on set, after joining us for dinner and one of
Al’s famous curries (“mild” I believe he promised her on
the invitation).
In later years Al and I worked alongside each other as
cinematographers on Hercules and Xena. Although the
more experienced, Al was always very gracious.
I truly valued the chance to discuss lighting / camera
interpretations and techniques as colleagues. Those who
knew Allen found him always to be the first to congratulate
and praise others on their achievements; and the first to
make light of his own, including many hilarious stories at
his own expense.
For me, it was a great honour to have my dear friend Allen
join me as my cinematographer for the latter part of the
marathon Lord of the Rings shoot. We found ourselves
enveloped in the biggest epic trilogy the NZ industry had
ever imagined. As a fairly fresh Second Unit Director,
I certainly had my share of challenges. Allen’s usual
gracious enthusiasm never waned, even though we had all
been shooting for nearly a year at that stage!!
I was so appreciative of his full support. That time with
Allen was a privilege that I valued at the time, and even
more so today. As it turned out, that was the last time we
were to work together on set, with Allen’s accident robbing
us of the chance to do more.
I had begun my career years before with Allen as my boss
and mentor, and very quickly a dear friend.
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(Chairperson, NZCS)
It’s with great sadness that members of the New Zealand
Cinematographers Society acknowledge the passing of
one of our most esteemed members. Allen Guilford was
truly a craftsman of cinematography, who shared pearls
of knowledge and wit with many of us in his own dapper
fashion, with the occasional cheeky grin.
We will continue to celebrate his great talent and passion
for cinematography; and our heartfelt condolences go out
to Sandy and their children.

Leon Narbey
Whether the light came from the window, the door or
the lamp above, his visual approach was always towards
naturalism, but usually a heightened sense of naturalism.
He had an acute understanding of where that light should
come from, and he loved big lights way back and beyond,
shafting through frames and windows.
He also went for contrast, letting the face go into shadow
with just the touch of an eye-light to work the eyes. You
can see this magic in the meal scene of The Footstep Man,
where he was my Cinematographer on that film.
We kept looking at the paintings of Toulouse-Lautrec (who
was the subject of that film, and whose paintings were
in some-ways storyboards for the film), but we found his
portraits flat and linear, and it was in the paintings of
Degas where he found a quality of light that we all went
for. With make-up and costume checks Allen fired off some
stills of the actors and actresses. He had a 2.5K lamp
heavily diffused through the window and it came in at eye
level and right angles to their faces. It had a soft wraparound effect, which became the look of the film.
Allen had elaborate operating skills and understood a
scene’s needs. As I mentioned at Al’s funeral, there was an
important scene where he constructed a scheme to pan,
track and zoom more than 180 degrees with the actors,
and it became a scene-in-one. The languid observing
nature of his lens had taken on the mood of Mireille’s
(Jennifer Ward-Lealand’s) troubled soul.
When Allen was my Operator for Gaylene Preston’s Ruby
and Rata, he would kindly pick me up every morning en
route to the location in Mt Albert. What was special was
his old blue Jaguar. He loved old stylish things, including
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his hats, scarves and old squeaky leather jackets - and a
1940’s black telephone in his home at Rose Street, a phone
that only just worked, accompanied with crackles and pops
on the line.
After his car accident Al never gave up on his art.
Against all odds he was determined to continue as a
Cinematographer.
I last worked with Allen on Justine Simei-Barton’s short
film The Trophy. I operated for a day or so, as did Ginny
Loane. He sat at the split-monitor with his magnifying
glass, observing our every move and giving quiet
instructions for the lighting. His continuing excellence
showed as the film was included in the Berlin Festival.
His twinkling eyes, his half-smile and his raw wit will be
sadly missed by us all.

Peter Janes
I met Allen years ago when we worked for the NZBC (or
TVNZ, I can’t remember what it was called then). We
were both cameramen, shooting news, current affairs,
documentaries, Country Calendar and other programmes
of the time. Like me, he started as a soundman.
Years later, I was trying to seduce Kate White - then a
sound recordist - but she fancied Allen, so we all hung
out socially. Very civilised. I wasn’t surprised really;
he was a handsome, charismatic, charming man, with
a dry wit. If I’d been a woman (and some say I dress
like one sometimes!) I could have fancied him. He was
inspirational at work and a joy at parties.
We stayed in touch over the years, and after his accident
I’d try and see him every time I worked in Auckland. As
a visual person it must have been devastating to lose his
sight, and I can’t imagine his frustration.
At his funeral, a DVD showed some of his work, spliced
with pictures of him at the lens - great images - while
Van Morrison sang. Leon Narbey described working
with Allen, and in particular, on one shot that Allen had
composed for a movie, The Footstep Man. To me it
sounded like poetry, and Leon had obviously loved working
with him. Kate White gave a moving speech describing the
four-letter words in Allen’s life - hate, (never used) and
love. He loved many people, and in my experience, as the
Beatles said: the love you take is equal to the love you
make. He was loved.

NZTECHO 12
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The service seemed to be cut short, and I was told later
that another funeral was happening that afternoon. Allen
would have seen the humour there - not the first time
he’d had to hurry up because of a tight schedule!

Alun Bollinger

We reconvened at the homestead in Pukekohe, a beautiful
spot. It was a wonderful afternoon; I saw many old
friends and other luminaries of the industry. But, as it
is with funerals, the person you most want to talk to is
missing.

March, 2009 - Another dear colleague departed…

I will miss you, Allen.

Tony Forster
It’s quite a few years ago now; we were in Queenstown
filming the Kiwi portion of a children’s tele-feature for an
Aussie company. I was still pretty new to being a First AD
- and to film-making generally, it must be said! - and this
was the first time I had worked with Allen Guilford.
The mix of somewhat arrogant Aussies and a few Kiwis
more used to big TVCs than TV drama budgets (“Why can’t
we just chopper the gear in?”) was proving a little heady
for me, and Allen was somewhat sleep-deprived with a
new child as I recall. But we were getting there.
One mid-morning we arrived at a huge old boatshed,
chocker-block full of marine wrecks and all sorts of debris
- perfect for the kids story, but “God,” I thought, “This’ll
take forever just to work out how to light it!”
After we’d blocked the scene, I trundled off to the
drinks table, preparing myself for a long wait. For
some unfathomable reason, even accounting for my
inexperience, I’d neglected to consult Al on how long
lighting might take… But I hadn’t even got the milk into
my tea when I got a call on the radio saying “He’s ready!”
I rushed back into the shed, feeling somewhat caught out
and embarrassed, to see that the huge total of two lamps
had been rigged - and those two perfectly-placed lamps
lit all the action areas with subtle shafts of light, and had
turned a gigantic monotonal pile of meaningless rubbish
into a magical playground of shadows and soft, ethereal
slivers of dusty moonbeams…
My first insight into why people regard Allen Guilford as a
genius.

… in memory of Allen Guilford …

Dear Al, may you rest in peace. Your departure was not
entirely untimely. We all wish you were still with us, Al,
but you’ve had some tough stuff to deal with over the
past several years, and, as it’s turned out, it’s now time
to take a rest. Your contribution to this little industry of
ours has been enormous, Al.
Your generosity with knowledge, your generosity of spirit,
your calmness, your wit, will be long appreciated. Even
those of upcoming generations, though they may not know
from whence it came, will be appreciating that filmmakers’ spirit in their working environment. Yes, I do
believe that generosity of spirit is catching, and you’ve
infected quite a few of us over the years, Al. Thanks
heaps.
We’ve been missing Al from the work place for some time,
six years in fact, since he had a car accident on his way
home from work one evening. It seems he went to sleep at
the wheel just minutes from home. Al could have lost his
life that evening but he pulled through. He pulled through
but with almost total loss of sight. A cruel blow to a man
who loved his work behind the camera, loved it and was
bloody good at it.
That was a tragic loss for Allen, and a sad loss to our
industry. It must have been an extraordinarily tough time
for Al’s family. I pray that Al’s family and loved ones heal
well after their loss and are able to move on with courage
and strength. Kia kaha. Life can’t get any tougher for Al
now.
Bye, Al, thanks again… With love from us all.

Annie Frear
For Al :
He had the wickedest eyebrows. XX
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Available: April 2009

Contact us at Gencom for more information on our
extensive range of JVC products.
Tel 09 913 7500 / 04 939 7100
email info@gencom.com | www.gencom.com
Find us at NAB - Booth SU7307
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Carey’s
Good News
The Blue Book Works!
Recently I worked on a Cowley Films TVC in Auckland. The
NZ Line Producer (Craig Sinclair) was terrific at sticking
to the Blue Book as we negotiated our way through fairly
typical US line production circumstances… OT, Broken
Turnaround, Swing Drivers, 7th Filming Day, etc.
When we got to circumstances that were not clearly spelt
out in the Blue Book, the entire crew was consulted and
the collective agreement was stuck to. Brilliant!
The US producers appreciated having (written) parameters
so they knew in advance what each scheduling decision
would cost them.
All in all, a happy job.
Cheers,
Carey Johnson
(Wellington Branch Chair)

Mae West was sentenced to 10 days jail
in 1926, when her first Broadway stage
production, the risqué play titled Sex,
was declared to be “a public obscenity”.
She served 8 days, with 2 off for “good
behaviour”.

www.sinclairblack.co.nz

mick sinclair

lisa noonan

carolinestone

High Deﬁnition Kits for Hire
PMW-EX3
PDW-700 HD422

Phone 021 959 555
www.nutshellrentals.tv
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WIFT writes
19 March 09
In your recently published article about NZFC funding for
the Techos’ Guild, you questioned Women in Film and
Television’s eligibility for Commission funding on the basis
of a mistaken belief that the majority of our members
work in television. WIFT wishes to confirm that not only
do the majority of our 420 members work predominantly
in the film arena, but that many who are involved in
television actually work across the industry, including in
film.

open to members and non-members across genders; all
are delivered with one full-time staff member only and
minimal overheads.

In addition we would like to point out that we are actively
involved in professional development in the film sector,
through activities which include a dedicated mentoring
programme, regular workshops and seminars, internships,
networking and communications initiatives. Some of
these are focussed in technical areas and many are

Anne O’Brien is the Executive Director of WIFT NZ,
representing over 420 women across NZ.

WIFT is proud of its capacity-building contributions to the
industry, all of which are reliant on critical NZFC funding.
We also remain committed to working with and supporting
guilds and other industry support bodies, including the
Techos’ Guild.

“I’m an actor. An actress is someone who wears
boa feathers.”
Sigourney Weaver, 1983
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Immigration
Jennifer Butcher’s article in the December issue of
NZTECHO regarding funding from the NZ Film Commission,
or rather the lack of it for the Techos’ Guild in contrast to
other industry groups, did not provoke as much response
directly to us as we might have expected; although I’m
told there was a bit of comment on sets around town…
But one point did emerge from chats with various people:
there appears to be a fairly widespread misconception
out there that the work we do in regard to immigration,
dealing with applications for LONO’S (Letters of NonObjection to the granting of temporary work permits
for people coming to work as crew in NZ) is somehow
a “revenue-raising area of responsibility”, an income
generator for the Techos.
This is Not the Case!
Immigration is not a source of income for us. The fees
we are permitted to charge by the Immigration Service
cover our costs in dealing with work permit applications
and no more - we are not allowed to charge more than
cost recovery. In fact, the immigration work we do is
still a cost to us, as opposed to a revenue-raiser, in that,
taking up as much time as it does - some weeks, 40%
or more of Fritha’s time! - it actually prevents us doing
many of the things that we dream of and desperately want
to do, both for our members and for the wider industry.
Things that Film Commish funding would enable us to
achieve - things that would supplement and complement
all the great stuff that WIFT and the SDG do, up-skilling
workshops being just one example. Another: faster and
more comprehensive updating of documents like the
Safety Code of Practice, so long overdue… And much
more!
So why do we do the LONO work? Because we believe
that an essential reason for our existence is to protect and
nurture opportunities for Kiwis in the screen production
industry. The extremely good relationship that we have
developed over time with Immigration NZ (as the service
is now known), as well as ensuring that Kiwi crew people
are used wherever possible, has made a considerable
difference, we believe, to the increasing perception
overseas that Kiwi crew people are as good (or even
better than) any others in the World!
Editor.

www.panavision.co.nz
Auckland +64 9 360 8770
Looking after you locally with:

Genesis, XL, Millennium, Panaflex,
Arri, Moviecam, Sony 900R, Aaton
Primo, Zeiss, Cooke, Angenieux, Century, Cannon, Fujinon,
Preston, Heden Tiffen, Sachtler, O’Connor, Ronford, Accessories & Consumables
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Got a Spare $15K ?
TRUCKS AND BREAKS… Nigel Maclaurin had some
concerns, so he wrote to us…
Hi Everyone,
As some of you will know, the logbook rules for truck
drivers have recently changed. I feel it necessary to voice
my concerns to all of our truck drivers in the film industry
regarding the new Half-hour Break Rule.
As the rule states: ‘Drivers are required to have a break
of not less than 30 minutes every five and a half hours of
work time.’
As truck drivers are on the clock from when they first get
into their trucks (as the law states), their day starts prior
to crew call. (See Blue Book clauses 12-1 and 17-1.)

Mornings are usually okay, as breaks are normally taken
within 5 hours of crew call. But often truck drivers are
required to leave their respective lock-ups more than
30 minutes prior to crew call, thus taking them over the
5.5 hour limit - and if lunch is delayed then they are
definitely in breach of these laws.
Afternoons are a different situation, as we all know. Our
next official break is wrap (for most TVC jobs, around 7
hours minimum after lunch), or at the very best a late
meal break, if provided. So this means that unless we
actually get those breaks on time, by some miracle (Yeah,
Right!), truck drivers are required to lie in their logbooks
to comply with the new rules/law.
Everything is fine - until a serious accident happens - or

Rentals specialists
Everything you need for location audio recording –
radio mics to portable recorders. See the full range at:
www.soundtq.co.nz/rentals

portable professional audio
Experience the latest in portable audio recording at
Sound Techniques now. For information, email us today at
info@soundtq.co.nz or call (09) 366 1750.
Equipment sales and rentals, including lease-to-own finance.

we listen and give sound advice

Phone: 09 302 4100 Fax: 09 302 4102
136B Newton Rd, Newton, Auckland

ph (09) 366 1750

www.soundtq.co.nz
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until the police make a thorough investigation, and sooner
or later they will. If a death is involved, and they find out
that breaks were not taken at correct times… then it is
possible that a manslaughter charge may result.
And all from a little white logbook lie…
Points To Note:
- Work time means paid employment.
On commercials we are paid for the entire day.
This could present a problem in regards to paid or
unpaid breaks.
- Dramas tend to employ swing drivers to shift
entire units.
- The old rule book was much the same; just
nobody did anything about it!
In my view, this problem could probably be resolved by
creating new rules for jobs such as ours, where we are
not driving all day and every day, rather than putting the
onus on producers to comply with the half-hour break rule.
The latter just won’t happen - for lots of reasons - i.e.
budget, Budget and BUDGET!

NZTECHO

The schedule our industry runs on, as you all know well,
does not factor in half-hour breaks for individuals. Nor
will younger crew members (nor in fact 99.9% of other
crew members!) have the balls to stand up to a producer
and say, “Sorry, Dude, I won’t be working for the next
30 minutes. You’ll have to get someone else”. So we
need to take it further than this letter, until the situation
changes.
Let’s not have a situation where a camera assistant dies
by crashing his vehicle after falling asleep at the wheel on
the way home from set. (See the Haskell Wexler stories in
NZTECHO, March and May 2006.)
If you’re up for manslaughter, it’s jail time. Or we could
make a change to eliminate this conflict between our
common practice and the law. I know which I’d prefer.
Have a safe day out there,
Nigel Maclaurin.
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Fritha replied:
Here is a Guild opinion on the matter. I hope it helps you
to stay firmly on the side of health & safety, regardless of
coercion.
Productions are legally required to allow crew members
who are also truck drivers to take breaks as required by
the new truck driving rules.
If these breaks do not fit within the crew breaks, or there
are no breaks scheduled, then the crew member must stop
work for the required rest period regardless.
If this causes an inconvenience to the production because
there are not enough crew members, then this is the
responsibility of the production, and is effectively a health
and safety cost - at the production’s expense.
Under no circumstances should any drivers enter
incorrect details on their logbooks.
PM’s & HOD’s should understand that if they attempt to
coerce drivers to not take breaks or enter false details in
their logbooks then they can be held legally accountable.
Yes, the 13-hour does work in drama and features, as truck
movements have primarily been shifted to the use of swing
drivers. In most cases, the TVC sector hasn’t made the
same move...

Editor’s note:
From looking at the Blue Book, pages 17-20:
If a crew person who drives a truck, even if only to and
from set, is working a standard long-term engagement
day of 10 hours + 45 mins lunch (“Model A” page 19), then
as long as truck driving time is no more than 30 minutes
before main Crew Call and 30 minutes after Crew Wrap
including wrap time, AND the lunch break and Wrap are
called exactly on scheduled time, then the new truck rules
are not transgressed.
But on a standard long-term engagement of 11.25 hours +
45 minutes lunch break, normally taken at 5 hours after
Main Crew Call: if no break is taken by a truckie during
the afternoon shift of 6.25 hours, THE LAW IS BROKEN
- and that’s before any travel time after wrap is even
considered! The truck driver must either take a break
within those 6.25 hours, or a swing driver must be used.

Note also that the swing driver may be another person
from within the crew, but only if that person also does not
exceed 5.5 hours between breaks!
And equally importantly, the new laws state that no driver
may work more than 14 hours, INCLUDING the two separate
half-hour breaks, within any 24-hour period - which
means that no truck-driving crew person may legally
work more than 13 hours in one day, even if they only
drive that truck for as little as 15 minutes in that day!
By the way, the mandatory 10-hour break now dictated
by the new driving laws matches the ten-hour turnaround
provisions of the Blue Book.
You may think the chances of being caught breaking the
rules are slim. You may think that you can circumvent
the rules by using the old long-distance truckies’ habit of
operating two separate logbooks for different parts of the
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day. In that case, you should take note
that not too long ago, a truckie (not in
the film industry, thank goodness) was
fined $15,000 for a log-book breach.
Not fifteen dollars, not fifteen hundred
dollars - FIFTEEN THOUSAND dollars!
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Can you afford to take that risk?

In the handbook published by Land
Transport NZ (now the NZ Transport
Agency - NZTA), under “Chain of
Responsibility” it states: (my capitals)
“If you employ OR CONTROL drivers
who are subject to work time
requirements, and you knew, OR
SHOULD HAVE KNOWN, that a driver
did, OR WAS LIKELY TO, breach work
time provisions, YOU could face fines
of up to $25,000…”
The Techos’ Guild has copies of this
guide, called which we will happily
send you for free! All you need do is
contact Fritha at the office, by phone
or email.
We won’t even charge you for postage!
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